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TECH NOTE No. 001



Original Date: 12/05/93 Revision No.: 004 Rev. Date: 04/15/2010 Author: Steve Ells and John Frank 



O



© Copyright 2010, Cessna Pilots Association, Inc.



Nose Wheel Shimmy



ne of the questions most asked of the CPA is how to correct nose wheel shake or shimmy. The Cessna factory also receives numerous inquiries on this subject and has issued SE84-21 Service Information Letter to provide some guidelines for troubleshooting shimmy problems in the field. The following is a compilation of what CPA and Cessna suggest are the usual causes of, and solutions for, nose wheel shimmy.



Nose Wheel Tire & Wheel Assembly Balance



Balancing the nose wheel/tire assembly is the most important point to check in trying to solve a shimmy problem. Aircraft tire and tube manufacturers paint a red dot on the tire for the “light” spot. A yellow stripe on the tube, or the valve stem should be aligned with the red dot for coarse balance during tire buildup. Then the tire/wheel assembly is balanced with a static type (bubble) balancer and generally does an acceptable job. However, the preferred method, and sometimes the only method that can solve persistent shimmy problems, is dynamic balancing. (Dynamic balancing is when the wheel/tire/bearing assembly is spun and the proper weights and locations determined electronically). Very few light aircraft maintenance shops have the capability to do spin balancing, so CPA suggests that local motorcycle shops be contacted until one with a spin balancer is found. Usually these shops have the necessary mandrels to mount an aircraft tire/wheel assembly. Balance is achieved by affixing lead weights to the wheels. CPA has received new tires that cannot be balanced successfully no matter how the tire is mounted, or the wheel indexed. Replacement with a new tire is the only option in these cases. If the tire won’t balance fairly quickly with a static balancer, and the wheels and wheel bearings are in good shape, phone your tire supplier for a replacement and return the faulty tire for warranty adjustment. CPA NOTE: Whenever changing tires and tubes, or experiencing a vibration upon lift-off in tubular landing gear legged Cessnas, the main tire/wheel assemblies can be balanced in the same way.



Nose Wheel Tire Condition



P.O. Box 5817, Santa Maria, CA 93456 Phone 805/934-0493 Fax 805/934-0547 Internet: www.cessna.org



In some cases a nose wheel assembly may balance but still cause a shake due to an out-of-round tire, or tire damage such as a broken belt or separating ply. Gross



damage can be seen while spinning the tire and looking from the side and end-on. All new tires should be checked for out of round as soon as they are installed.



Torque Links (Scissors)



The torque links are the connection between the nose tire/wheel assembly and fork, and the steering collar and shimmy dampener. Therefore, any wear, stop or looseness in the torque link bolts, spacers or bushings will allow shimmy to continue, undamped by the shimmy dampener. Cessna proposes that a test for torque link condition would consist of removing the three castle nuts on the torque link bolts, and replacing them with self-locking nuts that are tightened tighter than the castle nut ordinarily is. Then conduct a high speed taxi. If the shimmy reoccurs, then remove the torque links and rebush them. Be sure to reinstall the castle nut and cotter pin before flight. The self-locking nuts are used only for the taxi test and are not approved for use in service in this type of application. CPA experience is that all bushings, spacers and bolts should be replaced at the same time. Parts cost for complete rebuild of the torque links in mid 1996 approximately $75. CPA NOTE: It is critical to install the correct high strength bolt in the center joint of the scissors. The head of this 3/16” bolt must have a triangle on it, or an NAS part number such as NAS 464, NAS 1103, NAS 6203 etc.



Steering Arm Assembly (Collar) Shims



This is an area that is often missed when trying to correct nose wheel shimmy problems. The upper end of the torque links attaches to the steering collar, so shimmy is transmitted from the wheel to the torque links, then to the collar. It’s vital that the collar only move in a rotational motion around the strut; any up and down, or cocking movement of the collar will allow shimmy to continue since the shimmy dampener isn’t designed to combat the cocking movement of the collar. If cocking is detected, or shimmying continues after all other solutions have been attempted, removal of the complete nose landing gear will be necessary for re-shimming of the collar. There are three shims of varying thickness that are designed to tighten up the collar and eliminate any up and down movement. The test for tightness would be



TECH NOTE to look very closely for any up and down movement of the steering collar as a helper moves the nosewheel back and forth with a towbar. In severe cases the up and down movement can be seen when manipulating the collar with normal hand pressure.



The Shimmy Dampener



The shimmy dampener is a closed chamber full of hydraulic fluid. When shimmy occurs the motion is damped by hydraulic fluid being forced through a small hole in a



No. 001 — Page , Rev. No. 004 moveable piston. Fluid leakage past the shaft and end cap seals, fluid leakage past the thermal relief valve O-ring in some models, and bent piston shafts can occur. Also, the bolt holes at the shimmy dampener attach points should be checked for elongation. Any play at these points will cause a shimmy that can’t be dampened. In CPA’s experience, servicing the shimmy dampener to reduce shimmy without checking and remedying any defects in nose wheel balance, torque link play, and steering collar will be ineffectual.



1243030-5 =.006" 1243030-6 =.012" 1243030-7 =.020"



Superseded Shim Numbers 1243030-1 ss to -5 1243030-2 ss to -6 1243030-3 ss to -7
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Tech Note 

transformer balancing, true electronic balancing, and pseudo-balanced or quasi- ... Notice that this connection still provides electrical isolation between the ...
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Tech Note - le team.com 

Sidewinder Hub Assembly. Is module carrier, faceplate and. UPS. Ready for Intercom. Add the Reel. Has STs inside, PH outside. Examples: CASM-5T4M-SP.
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Tech Note: Oracle BAM 10.1.3 configuration for BPEL 10.1.2 using 

TechNote_BAM_BPELJMSSensors.doc. Page 1 of 20. Oct 16, 06 (version 10.1.3) ... Download from: ... TechNote_BAM_BPELJMSSensors.doc. Page 2 of 20.
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SYNERGY SYSTEMS TECH-NOTE #310A OEM Net Prices ... - F6FGZ 

Jan 28, 2004 - Download at www.synergy-gps.com. All prices quoted FOB San Diego for one order and one shipment and subject to Synergy Systems, LLC.
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Tech Note: History Upgrade Utility PRPCTN PRPCC ... .fr 

Mar 3, 2009 - additional work-history tables must have SQL scripts run on them, to add .... The most common error will probably be the one mentioned in the ...
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G-TECH 

du segment premium du marché. Conçue pour faciliter ... (V / f / Hz). 220 240 / 1 / 50. 220 240 / 1 / 50. Plage de fonctionnement en Tº intérieure. Froid (ºC). +16 + ...
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NOTE 

19 déc. 2013 - for environmental management, and OHSAS 18001 for oc- cupational health ...... ant tubing as the system pressures equalize during the off cycle. 7. .... All specifications and product designs subject to change without notice.
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Tech Paper 

Oct 24, 2001 - Psion, historically a PDA company, is working with Motorola, ..... Each application comes with three standard folder names: Business, Personal ...
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NOTE 

7 sept. 2013 - Use two or more people to move product. Failure to do so ... holding internal components in place. ..... Holding the facia in position - stretch the.
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NOTE 

http:\\www.star-k.org. Le mode sabbat ne peut être utilisé qu'avec la .... Ne tentez pas d'ouvrir la porte du four par la force. Vous risqueriez d'endommager son ...
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NOTE 

19 déc. 2013 - for environmental management, and OHSAS 18001 for oc- cupational health ...... ant tubing as the system pressures equalize during the off cycle. 7. .... All specifications and product designs subject to change without notice.
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Legal Tech 

Company List. 69. Team ... This report covers companies which develops and provides software for Law firms and Corporate Legal Departments. eDiscovery ... Case management software for Personal injury Law firms ... (2016, Hyderabad).
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POLLYANNA TECH 

Important remarks: We play â€œindie-folkâ€� music, sometimes with an electric guitar but our sound is definitely acoustic. The overall volume remains quite low.
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CONTRACTKLEENEX BOX TECH / CAJA KLEENEX TECH 

www.sonia-sa.com espec_389. Imagenes no a escala / Draw not to scale / Echelle non respectÃ©e. CONTRACTKLEENEX BOX TECH / CAJA KLEENEX TECH.
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Top Tech 

ACIER TEXTURÃ‰ Ã‰PAISSEUR : 1 Â¾â€� POLYURÃ‰THANE, R-16. Top Tech. ModÃ¨le Top Tech 2 rainures, 16' x 7', Blanc tex. CONTEMPORAIN ...
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UKWIR Technical Note hnical Note 

Dec 1, 2006 - GCMs included in the UKWIR06 scenarios. ..... HR Wallingford (Project Manager, Steven Wade), supported by Entec, Met Office and Lancaster ...
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UKWIR Technical Note hnical Note 

1. December 2005. Planning for climate change .... Figure 2. An example of catchment specific rainfall factors for the 2020s that have replaced regional factors.
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carrieres - Delair-Tech 

l'énergie électrique, pétrolière, gazière et minière ainsi que ceux de la défense ... Intégré au service qualité de l'entreprise, le Technicien Support Clients est le ...
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Dryer Tech Data Sheet 

Press power and look for console light up. 2. Rotate .... The last 3 errors in memory. Errors are ... 3 The display will show the last error in memory. 4 Clear the ...
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fich tech alone & me 

ComplÃ©ment sur le routing : Les lignes : 2 ; 3 ; et FX doivent Ãªtres dÃ©saffectÃ©es de la stÃ©rÃ©o. Elles seront renvoyÃ©es sur la scÃ¨ne via 2 circuits AUX post fader.
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Washer Tech Data Sheet 

Need power meter to check heater functionality. NTC reading. Recirculation Pump. (no test on 400 series ). â€¢ Recirculation pump. â€¢ Pressure sensor. â€¢ Cold valve.
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Washer Tech Data Sheet 

Entering Diagnostic Mode: 1 Press power to turn machine on. 2 Rotate cycle selector ring (on some models) or repeatedly press cycle button (on other models) ...
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fiche tech pneus2 

toute une gamme d'applications allant du revêtement de sol à la fabrication de parois antibruit. C'est un processus écologique car il n'entraîne pas de gaz d' ...
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French Tech Football League French Tech Football League - Weedoo It 

Commandement NÂ°3 : Ton capitaine tu suivras. - Vous recevrez un mail vous confirmant le match une fois tout le monde inscrit, les horaires et l'adresse du ...
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